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Orange Cyberdefense is the expert cyber security
business unit of the Orange Group, providing
managed security, managed threat detection &

response services to organizations around the
globe. As leading security services provider,  
it strives to build a safer digital society.
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Orange Cyberdefense relies on threat intelligence research 365/24/7 and is powered by a strong combination of 
artificial and human intelligence-driven solutions. It combines market-leading technology with some of the industry’s 
most talented experts, to provide you with the services you need to reduce your risk: 

Research-driven insights to build a safer digital 
society
In 2022, Orange Cyberdefense’s 18 SOCs and 14 CyberSOCs analyzed more than 60 billion security events daily, 
investigated over 99,000 potential security incidents, and led in excess of 382 incident response missions. All this 
information was digested by its world-class experts to benefit its clients and the broader cyber security community.

Cybersecurity market and Orange Cyberdefense
customers

    9 % annual growth in the cyber market in Europe
    7 % annual growth worldwide
    14+ % Orange Cyberdefense growth
    8 500 customers worldwide

Detecting the threats you can’t see  

Find out more

    60+ billion events per day
  Companies of all sizes faced attacks, with 
malware representing 40% of incidents. 
  Small business in particular dealt with malware 
incidents (49%). Manufacturing is the most 
impacted sector for Cyber-Extortion, and 
Public Administration deals mostly with 
incidents attributed to internal origins (66%).

  Almost half (47%) of all security incidents detected 
originate from internal actors, whether deliberate or 
accidental.
  50 CVEs (Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures 
= public information about published security 
vulnerabilities) in 2020.
 + 920 IT Security Certificates (CISA, CSSP, OCSP).   
382 incident response interventions (CSIRT - Computer.

Data protection and privacy lies at the heart of Orange Cyberdefense

With a 25 year track record in information security,
Orange Cyberdefense offers a global footprint anchored
in Europe, which allows it to meet local requirements and
international standards, ensuring data protection and
privacy at the heart of its services.

Embedding security into Orange Business Services’
solutions for multinationals worldwide, Orange
Cyberdefense offers global protection with local expertise
and support for customers throughout the entire threat
lifecycle.

Security Navigator Report 
This annual research-driven report into the cybersecurity 
space provides a unique insight into the ‘big picture’ of 
cybersecurity. The report is produced  solely by Orange 
Cyberdefense and is based 100% on first-hand information 
from its 18 global SOCs & 14 CyberSOCs, the CERT, 
Epidemiology Labs & World Watch. Gain invaluable  
insights into the threat landscape.  

It includes expert reports and technology reviews on 
topics like Ransomware, Cyber Extortion and cybercrime. 
Check attack patterns and statistics for different business 
sizes and industries. Each annual report looks at the most 
disruptive events from that year with projections into future 
developments. 




